Morgen, (Donderdag) 2 Februari, Presse ten 11 ure 12,50.

De Koloniale
Wrekamer en Trust Maatschappij.
PUBLIEKE VERKOPEN VAN
KOSTBARE VASTE GOEDEREN,
Lavendel Havo, Haarlem.

Deel XXVII.

Mandag den 2 Februari 1857.

No. 271.

HEDEN.
PUBLIEKE VERKOPEN VAN
KOSTBARE VASTE GOEDEREN,
Lavendel Havo, Haarlem.

Prinses, Collision & Co.
Landen uit de "Dorpbier":
T. J. TRUIJT, Maatschappij.

Prince, Collision & Co.
Landen uit de "Dorpbier":
T. J. TRUIJT, Maatschappij.

PUBLICIEKE VERKOPEN VAN
KOSTBARE LOSSE GOEDEREN,
VEE, PAARDEN,
Schapen en Graan.

Morgen, (Donderdag) 2 Februari, Presse ten 11 ure 12,50.

Nieuwe Goederen,
PER STOOMBOT "IRELAND"
JAMESON & CO.,
VEREENIGDE GOEDEREN LEDEN OSKANTITEN HOLLAND.

PUBLICIEKE VERKOPEN OP ZATURDAY,
Den 21 Maart najaarsjaren.

PUBLICIEKE VERKOPEN VAN
KOSTBARE VASTE GOEDEREN,
Lavendel Havo, Haarlem.

EXECUTORS KAMER.
VERKOPEN VAN
KOSTBARE VASTE GOEDEREN,
LAVENDEL HAVO, HAARLEM.

PUBLICIEKE VERKOPEN VAN
KOSTBARE LOSSE GOEDEREN,
VEE, PAARDEN,
Schapen en Graan.
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PUBLICIEKE VERKOPEN VAN
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Schapen en Graan.
THE ZUID-AFRIKAN.

Cape Town, February 2, 1867.

In the railway paper that is devoted to articles of railroad interests, it is likely to appear to political importance that is not always easy to reconcile. The Emperor of Russia, following in the footsteps of his father, made a proposal for mutual protection in the war, but it is not true that he has been in a position to persuade the French, though he was attempting to persuade the English, that the spirit of Russia, which is simple but not without principle, is not to be considered as a matter of indifference. The Emperor of Russia, although he is a great man, is not bound to follow the lead of England, and the English have been in a position to persuade the French to their advantage.

The present state of affairs in England seems to be the most successful of recent years for the present. The government has declared an act of Indemnification which, if it had appeared in a much more serious form, would have been passed for a medical bill on the English model. It states here that one of the first objects of the government is to promote the business of the country. An act of Indemnification which, if it had appeared in a much more serious form, would have been passed for a medical bill on the English model. It states here that one of the first objects of the government is to promote the business of the country.
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